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Results

Introduc-on
• People segment their experience into meaningful events
• With narraAve sAmuli, event transiAons can be detected as shifs in fMRI acAvity paYerns
(Baldassano et al., 2017)
• For musical sAmuli, do transiAons within songs also trigger shifs in fMRI acAvity paYerns?
• Music may oﬀer a new window into how event segmentaAon occurs in the brain
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Hypothesis
We predict that:
• Songs will evoke event structure in sensory and high-order regions
• Neural event transiAons correspond to human-labeled song structure

Design and Methods
Scanning Procedure

Primary Analysis Tool: HMM
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Discussion
•

Day 1 & Day 2: Participants listen to music playlist in a behavioral testing room

•

Day 3: Participants listen to the playlist twice in the scanner (voxel = 2mm, TR = 1s)

•

Playlist consisted of 16 songs

•

Half classical and half jazz

• We detected higher-order brain areas such as mPFC and PMC
in our searchlight comparing model boundaries to our human
annotaAons. Similar results were present in the paYernstability analysis, although they were weaker.
• Some of these regions overlap with regions found in a music
event segmentaAon study by Sridharan et al. (2007) looking
at evoked neural responses to boundaries. Diﬀerences
between these two studies may be due to the diﬀerent
analyses used. Other regions overlap with regions
represenAng stable event paYerns in Baldassano et al. (2017).

Analysis Procedure
Fit HMM to timecourse of shared features
Use HMM K = number of human labeled boundaries
Subtract across-event correlations from within-event correlations

fMRI timecourse for a single song
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Project voxels into shared space (SRM)

Count number of close boundary matches relative to null

Match
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Human boundaries
HMM boundaries

Which brain areas represent stable event patterns between boundaries?
1. Compute correlations between timepoints using sliding window
2. Subtract across-event correlations from within-event correlations
3. Repeat n times using leave-half-out cross-validation
4. T-test across 16 song maps to find reliable voxels

Which brain areas chunk songs similarly to our human annotators?
1. Compare boundaries found by model to human annotations
2. Match occurs when distance between boundaries is less than or equal to
window size
3. T-test across 16 song maps to find reliable voxels

• One potenAal explanaAon for why eﬀects were weaker
in our paYern stability analysis is that music has rich
within-event dynamics. This might make it diﬃcult to
ﬁnd regions that have substanAal stability within an
event.
• Robust auditory cortex ﬁndings overlap with voxels in
primary auditory cortex and higher-level auditory
cortex (Norman-Hagniere et al. 2015).
• We also found strong right lateralizaAon in auditory
cortex; right auditory cortex has been reported to be
more sensiAve to music compared to language
(Zatorre et al. 2002).
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